For Melissa Englert, a teacher and innovation and learning coach at Chillicothe Middle School in Missouri, artificial intelligence presented an opportunity to add an exciting new participatory component for students in her global citizenship class.

The students were learning about the environmental costs of manufacturing blue jeans. AI gave them the opportunity to try to mitigate those costs by creating a chatbot to educate people on how to change their shopping and laundry habits using guidelines from the UN Sustainable Development Goals.

“The chatbot project deepened students’ understanding about both AI and environmental issues,” Englert said.

Hands-on student learning with AI

“With the chatbot, students were able to act out conversations as if they were the bot,” she said. “This way, they were able to learn not only more about how AI actually functioned, but were able to comprehend and teach the material that they were actively learning.” This development process brought computational thinking skills around coding and algorithmic thinking to the classroom in a way that engaged and inspired students.

Englert’s project with her students was part of her participation in the ISTE course Artificial Intelligence Explorations and Their Practical Use in Schools. The program introduces educators to AI and shows them how to incorporate it into project-based student learning.

Looking Ahead

With the AI project, Englert’s students “were able to learn not only more about how AI actually functioned but also use AI in design thinking to help understand real-life problems such as protecting the environment and using sustainable ways to manufacture blue jeans.”

Englert said the project also sparked questions about other big issues. “We talked a lot about the ethics of AI and what our responsibility with technology is, so that was a real conversation starter with the students,” she said.

The project was an encouraging introduction to AI in the classroom for Englert and her students, providing answers and sparking questions about AI technologies. “I think technology and AI makes students more interested in projects and it prompts more questions and curiosity about topics,” she said.